
Lifebox project
Virtual life in a box 



Abstract / Manifesto

In the lifebox live three pixelic entities in a virtual ecosystem, the green, 
blue and yellow species. 

The blue and yellow species compete to survive and reproduce, feeding with the 
green mana that grows under his feet.

Each species has four configurable variables that can change their behavior.

The green mana also has three parameters that determine their behavior and also 
defines the future of the two species that feeds.

Learn the basic concepts of programming and biology being the god of these 
entities, Change all the parameters and see the consequences of your actions 
inside the LifeBox!



History of the project

The lifebox project started 5 years ago, 
with a Raspberry Pi, a 32x32 led screen and  
set of potentiometers within a wood box 
(like a virtual fishbowl), using C++ 
programming language.

The project evolved to a more flexible 
implementation using Python, a projector  / 
screen, and an analog controller or webapp 
to control the species.



The original 
lifebox 
project was 
selected to 
be one of 
the projects 
included in 
the first 
edition of 
the official 
Raspberry Pi 
projects 
book.



Lifebox controller

With the last Lifebox versión, 
you can user this analog 
controller, connected to 
computer (or Raspberry Pi).

This controller is based on 
Arduino Mega using the Firmata 
protocol to communicate with the 
python script.



Lifebox webapp

You also can control the lifebox 
simulation in real time by the 
lifebox webapp.

Access to:

lifebox.ferranfabregas.me

And try it...





The green ‘mana’ parameters

● LIFE: Life expectancy of species individuals. High values are better.

● REPRODUCTION: Reproduction capability of species individuals. High 
values are better.

● GENERATION: Energy generation of green species individuals. High 
values are better.



The species parameters

● LIFE: Life expectancy of species individuals. High values are better.

● REPRODUCTION: Reproduction capability of species individuals. High 
values are better.

● EFFICIENCY: Energy consumption of species individuals. Low values are 
better.

● GATHERING: Energy gathering of species individuals from green species 
individuals. High values are better.



Basic patterns. Generation vs consumption

One of the most basic patterns links 
the increment of individuals (and 
the increase of total energy of the 
species) in relation to the 
energetic production of the green 
mana. The unsustainable increase of 
energy consumption by individuals of 
one species implies their further 
extinction or relevant decrease of 
population.



Covid-19: expansion rate and flatten the curve

If the species (in this case the Covid-19 virus) uses all the resources 
too quickly (in this case, us), it will grow very fast, but will decay as 
fast as they grow, because it will consume all the resources (in this 
case, creating immunity or killing people) and it will disappear. If the 
species reduces the expansion rate, or we force to reduce it, this will 
allow species (the virus and us) to create a sustainable interaction.  



Basic patterns. Find the balance 

Another interesting example of 
useful pattern appears when we 
analyze the relationship between 
the green energy generation, the 
gathering efficiency of the 
species and their growth. These 
parameters can be useful to limit 
or enhance the number of 
individuals and keep the system in 
balance.



Covid-19: isolation and herd immunity

Using the lifebox simulator we can also illustrate the concepts of 
isolation and herd immunity. The lifebox species reproduces only to the 
adjacent cells, so, if the specie (in this case, the virus) is dispersed 
through the environment or surrounded by immune individuals that can’t 
transmit the virus, it can’t spread itself efficiently. 

If more immune individuals on the system or more virus dispersion rate - 
i.e. less populated environments -, less spreading capacity the virus 
has.



Conclusions and useful information

This project can be used with several objectives in mind, from the simple 
pleasure of generating and playing with stochastic interactive 
simulations, to a more educational slope, allowing to teach and study 
basic biology related concepts, the systems theory and their 
interdependencies between all the elements.

You can download the code from:

https://github.com/ferrithemaker/lifebox

You can follow me on Twitter and get more information at @ferrithemaker

or https://ferranfabregas.me/lifebox

https://github.com/ferrithemaker/Jumble/tree/master/lifebox

